New On DVD & Blu-Ray

The Following Season One When notorious serial killer Joe Carroll escapes
from death row and embarks on a new killing spree, the FBI calls former
agent Ryan Hardy, a psychologically scarred veteran who captured Carroll
nine years earlier, after Carroll murdered 14 female students on a college
campus where he taught literature. Knowing Carroll better than anyone and
close with Carroll's ex-wife, Claire, Hardy works closely with an FBI team,
which includes no-nonsense agent Jennifer Mason and sharp upstart Mike
Weston, and soon discovers that Carroll was not only communicating with a
network of killers in the outside world, but has much more planned than
just a prison escape. Warner
Bad Grandpa Mischievous octogenarian Irving Zisman (Johnny Knoxville in
heavy makeup and prosthetics) and his 8-year-old grandson Billy (Jackson
Nicoll) embark on a debauched cross-country road trip in this geriatric
Jackass spin-off from Paramount Pictures and MTV Films. Upon learning that
his wife of 46 years has died, horny granddad Irving Zisman is eager to get
out and sow his geriatric oats. Irving's lecherous journey is soon threatened,
however, when his crackhead daughter shows up at the funeral with his
grandson Billy in tow. It seems that Billy's mother has gotten in trouble with
the law once again, and she needs Irving to drive him across the country to
be with his deadbeat dad who only agrees to take the boy after learning
that he'll receive $600 a month in government support. Determined not to
let the little runt get in the way of his good times, Irving stuffs his wife's
corpse in the trunk of his classic Lincoln town car, plops Billy in the
passenger seat, and hits the road, making occasional pit stops to engage in
some bawdy hidden-camera antics along the way. Paramount
Enough Said A divorced masseuse falls into a romance with a kindhearted
empty nester, but starts to question their relationship based on the bitter
ramblings of an unhappy client in this dramedy from writer/director Nicole
Holofcener. Eva (Julia Louis-Dreyfus) is the single mother of a teenage
daughter who will soon be heading off to college. A successful masseuse,
she rues the thought of an empty home when she crosses paths with the
self-described slob Albert (James Gandolfini), a kind man in a similar
situation. The blossoming relationship between Eva and Albert is starting to
show real promise, too, until Eva's newest client Marianne (Catherine
Keener), a successful poet, begins complaining about her ex-husband so
intensely that her pessimism begins to rub off on the once-optimistic
masseuse. Fox
Archer Season 4 Swing back into action with Sterling Archer - the world's
greatest spy - and the agents of ISIS for another hilarious season of cocktails,
carousing and animated awesomeness! Follow the team around the globe,
from the mysterious Bermuda Triangle all the way to the Vatican, as they
bicker, backstab and bumble their way through assassination plots, an
ill-advised marriage, an unexpected pregnancy, and a venomous snake bite
in a very, very bad place! Packed with terrorist threats, sexual shenanigans,
and all things inappropriate, Archer Season Four comes fully loaded with
outrageous top-secret extras! Stars Judy Greer, Chris Parnell, H. Jon
Benjamin. Fox
The Simpsons Season 16 Hold onto your donuts! Season 16 of the The
Simpsons - the longest-running scripted show in television history includes all 21 hilarious episodes, tons of meticulously slapped-together
special features, plus a veritable who's who (woo-hoo!) of celebrity guest
voices, including Fantasia Barrino, Jason Bateman, Gary Busey, James Caan,
Stephen Hawking, Eric Idle, Jane Kaczmarek, Lucy Liu, Liam Neeson, Amy
Poehler, Ray Romano and plenty more! Fox
Runner Runner A Princeton grad student finds himself caught between the
FBI and a malevolent online gambling tycoon in this thriller from The
Lincoln Lawyer director Brad Furman. A whiz at the virtual-poker table,
bright young Ivy Leaguer Richie (Justin Timberlake) had nearly raised
enough cash to pay his tuition when he lost it all in the blink of an eye.
Convinced that he's been cheated and determined to confront the swindler,
Richie hops a plane to Costa Rica, and comes face-to-face with online
gambling mogul Ivan Block (Ben Affleck), who introduces him to a world of
wealth and privilege. Meanwhile, the FBI has been watching Ivan, and
attempts to strong-arm Richie into turning informant. With Richie's help
they could bring Ivan's illegitimate empire crashing to the ground. But
who's more dangerous, the entrepreneur who feeds his enemies to
crocodiles, or the agents who seem like they're willing to break the law in
order to uphold it?. Gemma Arterton and Anthony Mackie co-star. Fox
Concrete Blondes Three down-on-their-luck, twenty-something, female
roommates are living paycheck to paycheck in a rundown apartment. Kris
(Carly Pope), the accountant, Tara (Samaire Armstrong), the rocker chick; and
Sammi (Diora Baird), the party girl who is vain, foolish, selfish and a great
deal of fun. One night roaming around the warehouse District looking for a
party, Tara and Sammi stumble across $3 Million dollars in a suitcase amidst
the bloody aftermath of a gangland drug shootout. Tara wants to bolt, but
Sammi wades through the blood and gore to pull the case of money away.
Excited about the cash, the girls bring it home to Kris, who wants them to
put it back. The girls decide to keep the money but need to smuggle it out
of the country. However, the plans become more complicated when Sammi
mentions the money to her bumbling boyfriend Karl (Brian Thomas Smith).
Inception

